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Abstract

Geochemical variations in shallow water corals provide a valuable archive of paleoclimatic information. However, biolog-
ical effects can complicate the interpretation of these proxies, forcing their application to rely on empirical calibrations. Car-
bonate clumped isotope thermometry (D47) is a novel paleotemperature proxy based on the temperature dependent
“clumping” of 13C–18O bonds. Similar D47-temperature relationships in inorganically precipitated calcite and a suite of bio-
genic carbonates provide evidence that carbonate clumped isotope variability may record absolute temperature without a bio-
logical influence. However, large departures from expected values in the winter growth of a hermatypic coral provided early
evidence for possible D47 vital effects. Here, we present the first systematic survey of D47 in shallow water corals. Sub-annual
Red Sea D47 in two Porites corals shows a temperature dependence similar to inorganic precipitation experiments, but with a
systematic offset toward higher D47 values that consistently underestimate temperature by �8 �C. Additional analyses of Por-

ites, Siderastrea, Astrangia and Caryophyllia corals argue against a number of potential mechanisms as the leading cause for
this apparent D47 vital effect including: salinity, organic matter contamination, alteration during sampling, the presence or
absence of symbionts, and interlaboratory differences in analytical protocols. However, intra- and inter-coral comparisons
suggest that the deviation from expected D47 increases with calcification rate. Theoretical calculations suggest this apparent
link with calcification rate is inconsistent with pH-dependent changes in dissolved inorganic carbon speciation and with
kinetic effects associated with CO2 diffusion into the calcifying space. However, the link with calcification rate may be related
to fractionation during the hydration/hydroxylation of CO2 within the calcifying space. Although the vital effects we describe
will complicate the interpretation of D47 as a paleothermometer in shallow water corals, it may still be a valuable paleoclimate
proxy, particularly when applied as part of a multi-proxy approach.
� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Variations in the oxygen isotopic composition (d18O) of
biogenic carbonates have long been recognized as a valuable
proxy for past ocean temperature (McCrea, 1950; Urey
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et al., 1951; Epstein et al., 1953; Emiliani, 1955), when
changes in seawater d18O are accounted for (e.g. Shackleton,
1967). In corals, Weber and Woodhead (1972) and Weber
(1973) demonstrated a temperature dependence of d18O in
both hermatypic (reef building) and ahermatypic scleractin-
ian corals. These seminal works provided the foundation for
the paleoclimatic application of coral d18O, including multi-
century records of tropical climate variability (e.g. Cole
et al., 1993; Linsley et al., 1994; Quinn et al., 1998; Felis
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et al., 2000) and reconstructions of abrupt changes in ocean
circulation (Smith et al., 1997).

In spite of its temperature dependence, Weber and
Woodhead (1972) and Weber (1973) showed that the
d18O of coral aragonite was not in isotopic equilibrium with
the surrounding seawater, but rather had lower 18O/16O
ratios than predicted by the Epstein et al. (1953) paleotem-
perature scale. Evidence that d18O decreases with increasing
photosynthetic activity of a coral’s symbiotic algae (Erez,
1978) suggests a degree of biological influence on isotopic
disequilibrium. These biogenic vital effects prevent a simple
interpretation of d18O and other geochemical proxies solely
in terms of temperature. For example, d18O-temperature
calibrations differ significantly among conspecific corals,
even at the same site, and they are rarely stable through
time (Lough, 2004; Grottoli and Eakin, 2007). In addition,
d18O varies among contemporaneous fast and slow growing
skeletal regions deposited under identical environmental
conditions in a single coral (Land et al., 1975; McConnaug-
hey, 1989a,b) and among fast and slow growing corals from
the same reef site (Felis et al., 2003). Finally, distinct d18O
differences have been observed in coral microstructures,
with centers of calcification having lower and more stable
values, while adjacent fibers show higher and more scat-
tered values (Julliet-Leclerc et al., 2009).

Considerable evidence that coral d18O is influenced by
factors other than temperature and the oxygen isotope
composition of seawater make it desirable to develop new
coral-based paleotemperature proxies that either avoid or
account for vital effects. Carbonate clumped isotope ther-
mometry is a novel tool for reconstructing past temperature
variability that may be insensitive to the vital effects that
influence d18O (Eiler, 2011). Based on the thermodynamic
preference for 13C–18O bonds in the crystal lattice at lower
temperatures, carbonate clumped isotope thermometry
constrains temperature from the carbonate phase alone
(Schauble et al., 2006; Ghosh et al., 2006; Eiler, 2011), inde-
pendent of the carbon and oxygen isotopic composition of
the calcifying fluid from which it precipitates. Isotopic
“clumping” is measured via analyses of 13C18O16O in CO2

produced through the acid digestion of carbonate samples
and is reported as D47, the permil enrichment in
13C18O16O relative to the stochastic distribution of heavy
isotopes among all possible isotopologues (Eiler and Scha-
uble, 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Ghosh et al., 2006). Based on
inorganic calcite precipitated at 1–50 �C, a calibration of
D47 vs. temperature (Ghosh et al., 2006) generally agrees
with a diverse suite of biogenic aragonites and calcites
(Came et al., 2007; Tripati et al., 2010; Zaarur et al.,
2011; Thiagarajan et al., 2011; Eiler, 2011), supporting
the possibility that the proxy is not subject to biological vi-
tal effects.

Previously published measurements of D47 in bulk coral
samples generally agree with inorganic D47 calibrations
(Ghosh et al., 2006). In hermatypic corals, D47-based temper-
atures from Indonesian and northern Red Sea Porites corals
are within 1.5 �C of their estimated growth temperatures
(Ghosh et al., 2006; Thiagarajan et al., 2011). Similar agree-
ment has been demonstrated in ahermatypic deep-sea corals
including Desmophyllum, Ennalopsammia and Caryophyllia
species (Thiagarajan et al., 2011). However, the only sub-
annually resolved coral D47 data span a single annual cycle
in a Porites from the northern Red Sea (Ghosh et al.,
2006). These data show a clear annual cycle, but with a large
amplitude that implies winter seawater temperatures below
0 �C – significantly cooler than the �21 �C observed (Genin
et al., 1995; Felis et al., 2004), and far too cold to support the
growth of massive Porites corals. Furthermore, the D47-tem-
perature relationship implied by these data is much steeper
than that observed in other biogenic carbonates and inor-
ganic calibrations (Ghosh et al., 2006; Dennis and Schrag,
2010; Eiler, 2011) suggesting non-equilibrium D47 isotope ef-
fects. Processes associated with coral d18O vital effects such as
growth rate, hydration/hydroxylation kinetics, calcifying
fluid pH and photosynthetic activity may explain the large
amplitude of sub-annual D47 variability, but these mecha-
nisms have yet to be thoroughly investigated with respect
to D47 in shallow water corals. In addition, evidence that oxy-
gen isotope fractionation is influenced by salinity (Zeebe,
2007) suggests that the high salinity of the Red Sea could also
affect D47. Finally, we note that the pioneering work of
Ghosh et al., (2006) was conducted in the early days of car-
bonate clumped isotope paleothermometry and the anoma-
lous sub-annual behavior observed in corals may result, in
part, from uncertainties associated with the analytical proto-
cols and low levels of replication that were standard practice
at that time.

Here, we present an assessment of carbonate clumped
isotope variability in shallow water corals. We discuss data
from a suite of symbiotic/asymbiotic and hermatypic/
ahermatypic corals from the Red Sea, Pacific, and Atlantic
Oceans, including sub-annual measurements of the same
Red Sea coral discussed in Ghosh et al. (2006) and an addi-
tional Porites from the region. We examine the changes in
D47 associated with processes capable of producing vital ef-
fects in an effort to better understand carbonate clumped
isotope variability in shallow water corals.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Coral samples and environmental records

We analyzed two northern Red Sea Porites corals at sub-
annual resolution. BRI-1, the coral measured previously by
Ghosh et al. (2006), was collected in 1995 from a water depth
of �5 m within Ras Muhammad National Park (Table 1).
Approximately 200 km to the north, Porites coral EILAT-
15B was collected at�15 m water depth in the northern Gulf
of Aqaba (Felis et al., 2003). In situ sea surface temperature
(SST) near EILAT-15B varies annually by �5 �C, from
21.1 ± 0.4 �C to 26.3 ± 0.6 �C (1988–1995; Genin et al.,
1995). Equivalent in situ data is not available for BRI-1,
but 1� � 1�, satellite-derived SSTs indicate a �7 �C range
from 20.7 ± 0.7 �C to 27.9 ± 0.5 �C (1982–2008; Reynolds
et al., 2002). We note that these satellite-derived data may
overestimate the amplitude of the local seasonal SST cycle
near BRI-1, as is observed near EILAT-15B (Genin et al.,
1995; Felis et al., 2004). Salinity at both Red Sea sites is high-
er than typical seawater with an estimated annual mean of
40.8 ± 0.1 psu (Carton and Giese, 2008).



Table 1
Location and environmental conditions of coral samples.

Sample Location Latitude Longitude Genus Depth (m) Symbiotic T (�C)

EILAT-15B Red Sea, Israel 29� 30.20 N 34� 55.20 E Porites 15 Y 21.1-26.3a

BRI-1 Red Sea, Egypt 27� 50.90 N 34�18.60 E Porites 5 Y 20.1-27.9b

RIB-B54 GBR, Australia 18� 28.80 S 146� 52.80 E Porites 4 Y 26.3c

21-141-B11 GBR, Australia 21� 31.20 S 151� 13.20 E Porites 4 Y 25.2c

BAH-SID Bahamas 25� 50.30 N 78� 37.20 W Siderastrea 5 Y 27.1b

AST-H59 Woods Hole, USA 41� 31.70 N 70� 40.40 W Astrangia 5 Y 14.6d

AST-E1 Woods Hole, USA 41� 31.70 N 70� 40.40 W Astrangia 5 Y 14.6d

AST-AZ Woods Hole, USA 41� 31.70 N 70� 40.40 W Astrangia 5 N 14.6d

45923 North Atlantic 7� 24.00 N 56� 18.0 ‘W Caryophyllia 1318 N 4.6e

a Genin et al. (1995).
b Integrated Global Ocean Services System (IGOSS). Reynolds et al. (2002).
c In situ mean (1996–2007) at Kelso Reef and (1995–2010) at Turner Reef. (http://data.aims.gov.au/).
d In situ annual and April–December mean (1998–2007). http://dlaweb.whoi.edu/DIG_RES/water_temp.php.
e From Thiagarajan et al. (2011).
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Each coral was sampled at �1.5 mm intervals along its
axis of maximum growth using a micromill at slow speed
(�1500 r.p.m.). This approach is distinct from that of
Ghosh et al. (2006), who, to the best of our knowledge,
sampled off this axis (Electronic Supplement Fig. 1). We
milled 11 samples from BRI-1 along the growth axis be-
tween 65 and 80 mm from the top of the coral. Using
d18O in all 11 samples as a guide, D47 was analyzed at only
six intervals near seasonal d18O maxima and minima. We
milled an additional bulk sample across a �1 cm region
along the growth axis adjacent to the bulk sample of Thiag-
arajan et al. (2011) (Electronic Supplement Fig. 1).

Although it has been argued that the growth tempera-
ture of Ghosh et al.’s (2006) data cannot be confidently
constrained (e.g. Eiler, 2011), an accurate age model can
be constructed from other geochemical signals and directly
compared to observed SST if certain assumptions are made.
Our age model for BRI-1 is based on the seasonal Sr/Ca
and d18O data plotted versus distance by Ghosh et al.
(2006) (Fig. 6 therein) and assumes that the distance equal
to 0 approximates the coral’s July, 1995 collection date.
From this date, four Sr/Ca and d18O minima occur between
10 and 60 mm, which we interpret as the summers of 1991–
1994. This indicates the D47 minima of Ghosh et al. (2006)
represent the summers of 1989 (�84 mm) and 1990
(�66 mm), and their D47 maximum represents the winter
of 1990 (�75 mm). We assign the dates of warmest (coldest)
SST to BRI-1 d18O minima (maxima) and linearly interpo-
late between them. The possibility that this age model as-
signs incorrect dates to maxima and minima will not
significantly impact our assigned temperatures considering
seasonal SST extremes vary by <0.7 �C between 1988 and
1995 (1r s.d.; Genin et al., 1995; Reynolds et al., 2002).
Assuming our BRI-1 ages are correct, we sampled EI-
LAT-15B to overlap in time using previously assigned dates
(Felis et al., 2004).

Analyses from a Great Barrier Reef (GBR), Australia
Porites coral were used to assess the potential effects of
salinity, organic matter contamination, and sampling meth-
od on D47 variability. Coral RIB-B54 was collected in the
year 2000 at a water depth of �4 m (Table 1). Mean annual
SST, measured in situ at nearby Kelso Reef, is 26.3 ± 0.4 �C,
with a seasonal maximum of 28.9 ± 1.0 �C in February and
a minimum of 23.4 ± 0.6 �C in August (http://data.aims.
gov.au/). Reanalysis data suggests an annual mean salinity
of 35.2 ± 0.1 (Carton and Giese, 2008). Our initial sampling
of RIB-B54 milled �20 mg of skeleton across a �1 cm track
below the coral tissue layer that represents �1 year of
growth along the coral’s axis of maximum extension
(Electronic Supplement Fig. 2). To assess the potential
impact of organic matter contamination, we milled a second
�40 mg bulk sample from the tissue layer immediately
above our initial sampling (Electronic Supplement Fig. 2).
This tissue-bearing sample was split into two �20 mg
aliquots. The first aliquot was sonicated in 10% (v/v)
ultra-pure H2O2 (SEASTAR Chemicals Baseline) for 4 h
at room temperature and then allowed to dry completely
in a vacuum oven also at room temperature. The comple-
mentary aliquot was left untreated. Finally, to examine if
13C–18O “clumping” is altered by frictional heating during
milling, a third set of samples was collected by breaking a
�1 cm3 block from RIB-B54. A bulk sample of �20 mg
was micro-milled from the block along its plane of upward
extension. The remainder of the block, representing a nearly
identical time period, was then ground using a mortar and
pestle.

To assess the effect of calcification rate on D47 we sam-
pled a second GBR Porites, coral B11, which was collected
at 21-141 Reef in May, 1989 from a water depth of �4 m
(Table 1). Annual in situ SST at nearby Turner Reef aver-
ages 25.2 ± 0.7 �C. Using annual density banding as a
guide, four �20 mg samples were milled along an “iso-
chron” of variable extension rates that represents growth
during the years 1967–1969 (Fig. 1). Samples span a gradi-
ent of extension rates from 8.1 mm yr�1 along the coral’s
axis of maximum growth to 2.3 mm yr�1 along its side.

We then evaluated the possibility of species-specific D47

effects by analyzing a slow growing (�2.5 mm yr�1) herma-
typic Siderastrea spp. coral (Saenger et al., 2009) (Table 1).
BAH-SID was collected from the northern edge of the
Great Bahama Bank in 1991 at a water depth of �5 m.
We estimate annual mean SST and salinity at the site to
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Track 1
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Fig. 1. X-radiograph of Great Barrier Reef Porites 21-141-B11 (see
Table 1) showing annual density banding. Four samples, each
representing a 2 year isochron, were milled at extension rates of
2.3–8.1 mm yr�1.
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be 27.1 ± 0.2 �C and 36.4 ± 0.1, respectively (Reynolds
et al., 2002; Carton and Giese, 2008). Approximately
20 mg of powder milled from a �1 cm long channel along
the axis of maximum growth likely represents �5 years dur-
ing the 1980s.

The influence of photosynthetic symbionts was assessed
using zooxanthellate and azooxanthellate Astrangia species
corals from the subtropical North Atlantic (Holcomb et al.,
2010; Table 1). Three Astrangia corals were collected in
Woods Hole, Massachusetts, USA from a depth of �5 m
in 2009. Of these, samples AST-E1 and AST-H59 possessed
symbiotic zooxanthellae, while sample AST-AZ was azoo-
xanthellate. After bisecting colonies with a diamond saw,
�100 mg bulk samples were milled from below the coral’s
tissue layer. Because in situ monitoring of Astrangia corals
indicates that growth occurs only during the warm season
(Dimond and Carrington, 2007), we estimate the growth
temperature of these specimens to be the April–December
mean (14.6 ± 0.6 �C) of in situ data (http://dla-
web.whoi.edu/DIG_RES/water_temp.php).

Finally, to establish a cold water end member, we re-
measured a deep-sea coral at Yale University that was dis-
cussed previously by Thiagarajan et al. (2011). Caryophyllia

coral sample 45923, which is ahermatypic and azooxanthel-
late, derives from a depth of 1318 m in the tropical North
Atlantic (Table 1), where temperatures are effectively con-
stant at 4.6 �C.

2.2. Analytical protocol

Sample analysis generally followed the protocol de-
scribed by Zaarur et al. (2011). In brief, 4–5 mg of aragonite
coral powder was digested overnight in 105% phosphoric
acid at 25 �C for a minimum of 8 h. Resulting CO2 was ex-
tracted cryogenically and purified of potential hydrocarbon
contaminants by passing it through a gas chromatograph
column (Supelco Q-Plot, 30 m length, 0.53 mm ID) at
�20 �C. Clean CO2 was measured using a Finnigan
MAT-253 gas source isotope ratio mass spectrometer con-
figured to measure masses 44 through 49 at the Yale Uni-
versity Earth Systems Center for Stable Isotopic Studies.
The mass 47 beam is composed primarily of 13C16O18O,
and is used to calculate R47, the ratio of mass 47 to mass
44. D47 is then calculated relative to the stochastic distribu-
tion of isotopologues (Wang et al., 2004; Huntington et al.,
2009):

D47 ¼ ððR47
measured=R47

stochastic � 1Þ � ðR46
measured=R46

stochastic � 1Þ
� ðR45

measured=R45
stochastic � 1ÞÞ � 1000

The mass 48 and 49 beams are measured to screen for
contamination from hydrocarbons. Each CO2 measure-
ment consisted of 90 sample-standard cycles at a 20 s ion
integration time. All samples were fully replicated (i.e. rep-
licate CO2 extractions from a fresh aliquot of the same
powder) at least three times, which we consider to be the
minimum for reliable D47 results. An aragonite acid diges-
tion fractionation factor of 10.63& was applied to oxygen
isotope data (Kim et al., 2007a), and both d18O and d13C
are reported using the VPDB scale.

Although this protocol is similar to that of Ghosh et al.
(2006), it differs from the current method used at the Cali-
fornia Institute of Technology (Caltech). Phosphoric acid
digestion at Caltech is conducted at 90 �C using an auto-
mated system and D47 values are corrected by 0.081& rela-
tive to the value expected for a 25 �C reaction to account
for a temperature dependent fractionation in the digestion
reaction (Passey et al., 2010). To evaluate the possibility
of interlaboratory differences, samples from each lab were
exchanged. Sample 45923, prepared and previously mea-
sured at Caltech (Thiagarajan et al., 2011), was re-measured
at Yale while RIB-B54 and AST-H59 were also analyzed at
Caltech.

Tables 2–4 present D47 results in the traditional reference
frame, while results in the absolute reference frame devel-
oped by Dennis et al. (2011) are provided in Electronic Sup-
plement Tables 1–3. Temperature estimates are based on
the inorganic calibration of Ghosh et al. (2006). We note
that this calibration differs significantly from the D47-tem-
perature relationship of Dennis and Schrag (2010) and pos-
sible explanations for discrepant calibrations are discussed
elsewhere (e.g. Eiler, 2011). Although this topic is clearly
an important issue that requires further research, the gen-
eral conformity of most biogenic carbonates to the Ghosh
et al. (2006) calibration relationship makes it the relevant
reference point.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. D47 in Red Sea Porites

Sub-annual data for EILAT-15B and BRI-1 are shown in
Fig. 2a and b and Table 2. Both corals show clear seasonal cy-
cles in d18O and D47 that are generally in phase (Fig. 2). BRI-1
D47 variability shows a seasonal amplitude of�0.03&, which
ranges from 0.704 ± 0.011& (1 s.e.) to 0.670 ± 0.009&. EI-
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Table 2
Sub-annual Red Sea Porites geochemical data.

Sample Year D 47 (&) s.e. d18O (&) VPDB s.e. d13C (&) VPDB s.e. n SST (�C)a Predicted D 47 (&)

EILAT-15B

48 1990.25 0.711 0.007 2.51 0.04 �2.15 0.05 3 20.9 0.665
49 1990.13 0.706 0.014 �2.20 0.05 �2.49 0.04 3 20.9 0.665
50 1990.00 0.698 0.008 �2.68 0.01 �2.95 0.04 3 22.0 0.660
51 1989.88 0.703 0.013 �2.90 0.00 �2.86 0.05 3 23.6 0.652
52 1989.75 0.692 0.005 �2.97 0.02 �3.24 0.03 4 24.8 0.647
53 1989.63 0.681 0.021 �2.90 0.02 �2.85 0.05 4 25.4 0.644
54 1989.50 0.684 0.003 �2.77 0.02 �3.01 0.04 3 23.8 0.651
55 1989.38 0.688 0.008 �2.72 0.05 �2.69 0.04 3 23.2 0.654
56 1989.25 0.682 0.011 �2.64 0.07 �2.61 0.02 4 21.3 0.663
57 1989.13 0.701 0.014 �2.29 0.02 �2.62 0.02 3 20.6 0.666
58 1989.02 0.713 0.009 �2.33 0.03 �3.06 0.01 4 21.5 0.662
59 1988.92 0.698 0.007 �2.56 0.02 �3.36 0.02 3 22.7 0.656
60 1988.82 0.677 0.009 �2.91 0.02 �2.89 0.04 4 23.9 0.651
61 1988.72 0.689 0.009 �3.15 0.02 �2.53 0.04 4 25.5 0.644
62 1988.62 0.671 0.010 �3.26 0.04 �2.75 0.04 3 26.6 0.639

BRI-1

1 1990.63 0.670 0.009 �3.68 0.03 �0.78 0.01 3 27.97 0.633
2 1990.55 0.682 0.013 �3.65 0.04 �0.97 0.01 3 27.23 0.636
3 1990.46 – – �3.46 – �0.86 – 1 25.07 –
4 1990.38 – – �3.28 – �1.26 – 1 23.85 –
5 1990.30 – – �3.01 – �1.27 – 1 22.33 –
6 1990.21 0.698 0.015 �2.91 0.06 �1.43 0.04 3 21.29 0.663
7 1990.13 0.689 0.011 �2.80 0.02 �1.48 0.10 3 21.01 0.664
8 1990.05 0.704 0.011 �3.07 0.03 �1.62 0.06 3 22.20 0.659
9 1989.96 – – �3.31 – �1.59 – 1 23.42 –

10 1989.88 – – �3.58 – �1.24 – 1 24.50 –
11 1989.80 0.670 0.013 �3.65 0.04 �0.85 0.13 3 27.01 0.637

a EILAT-15B SST from Genin et al. (1995), BRI-1 SST from Reynolds et al. (2002).

Table 3
Geochemical results from bulk-sampled coral data.

Sample Methoda Labb D 47 (&) s.e. d18O (&) VPDB s.e. d13C (&) VPDB s.e. n T (�C) Predicted D 47 (&)

BRI-1 mill Y 0.690 0.008 �3.42 0.10 �0.90 0.07 4 25.2 0.645
RIB-B54 mill Y 0.686 0.011 �4.76 0.12 �2.84 0.02 4 26.3 0.640
RIB-B54 M + P Y 0.681 0.002 �4.80 0.07 �2.77 0.07 3 26.3 0.640
RIB-B54 (tissue) mill Y 0.678 0.007 �5.19 0.02 �3.35 0.01 3 26.3 0.640
RIB-B54 (H2O2) mill Y 0.701 0.015 �4.74 0.03 �3.31 0.03 3 26.3 0.640
BAH-SID mill Y 0.680 0.011 �2.96 0.05 �0.60 0.12 6 26.8 0.638
AST-H59 M + P Y 0.700 0.010 �3.54 0.04 �6.46 0.04 3 14.6 0.695
AST-E1 M + P Y 0.690 0.004 �4.01 0.05 �7.81 0.02 3 14.6 0.695
AST-AZ2 M + P Y 0.701 0.008 �2.90 0.00 �6.13 0.08 3 14.6 0.695
45923 M + P Y 0.731 0.006 3.80 0.06 0.80 0.18 11 4.6 0.747
RIB-B54 M + P C 0.671 0.006 �4.79 0.02 �2.86 0.01 4 26.3 0.640
AST H59 M + P C 0.714 0.009 �3.55 0.02 �6.57 0.01 4 14.6 0.695
BRI-1c M + P C 0.638 0.008 �3.68 0.03 �1.16 0.02 4 25.2 0.645
45923c M + P C 0.744 – 3.14 – 0.29 – 1 4.6 0.747

a ‘mill’ denotes micromilling. ‘M + P’ denotes mortar and pestle.
b ‘Y’ denotes Yale University. ‘C’ denotes California Institute of Technology.
c Data from Thiagarajan et al. (2011).
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LAT-15B shows similar seasonal D47 variability that ranges
from 0.713 ± 0.009& to 0.671 ± 0.010&. Using the
calibration of Ghosh et al. (2006), the D47 amplitude we
observe predicts a seasonal temperature amplitude of
6–7 �C, which is similar to the �5–7 �C observed. Further-
more, regressing SST (106 � T�2) versus sub-annual BRI-1
and EILAT-15B D47 results in slopes that are nearly parallel
to inorganic calibrations, indicating that the corals analyzed
here have similar temperature sensitivities to the abiogenic cal-
cite calibration (Fig. 3). However, both corals deviate from the
predicted D47 value by an average D47 offset of +0.038&

(Fig. 2a and b), which corresponds to temperatures that are



Table 4
Geochemical results from variable growth rate 21-141-B11 isochron.

Track Extension rate (mm yr�1) D 47 (&) s.e. d18O (&) VPDB s.e. d13C (&) VPDB s.e. n Predicted D 47 (&)

1 8.1 0.687 0.008 �4.77 0.05 �0.73 0.16 3 0.645
2 6.0 0.699 0.012 �4.73 0.03 �0.64 0.08 3 0.645
3 3.1 0.691 0.001 �4.03 0.05 0.05 0.06 3 0.645
4 2.3 0.672 0.007 �3.72 0.02 0.57 0.001 3 0.645
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Fig. 2. (a) Sub-annual EILAT-15B D47 (circles, left axis) and d18O
(solid line, right axis) compared with the D47 expected based on
in situ SST and the D47-temperature calibration of Ghosh et al.
(2006) (dashed line, left axis). (b) As in (a) for sub-annual BRI-1
D47 (filled triangles) and d18O (solid line). Bulk sampled BRI-1 D47

(filled square) and d18O (ex) from this work and D47 (open square)
and d18O (cross) from Thiagarajan et al. (2011) are also shown. (c)
As in (b) for BRI-1 D47 (open triangles) and d18O (solid line) data
from Ghosh et al. (2006). Error bars represent 1 standard error of
at least three replicates. Note that the Ghosh et al. (2006) d18O was
corrected by 0.38& to account for the calcite acid fraction factor of
10.25% used in that study compared to the aragonite acid
fractionation used in this study and in Thiagarajan et al. (2011).
Please see the online full color version.
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Fig. 3. D47 versus temperature for sub-annually sampled Red Sea
Porites corals (symbols) compared with the inorganic precipitation
experiments of Ghosh et al. (2006) (black line) and Schmid (2011)
(blue line). The experiments of Ghosh et al. (2006) were precipi-
tated slowly at approximately neutral pH to achieve conditions
close to isotopic equilibrium while those of Schmid (2011) were
precipitated rapidly at pH 9. The slopes of the Ghosh et al. (2006)
and Schmid (2011) experiments are 0.0592 � 106 T�2 and
0.0599 � 106 T�2, respectively. Shaded regions represent 95%
confidence intervals. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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�8 �C too cool. This apparent vital effect is generally constant
throughout the year, with a small tendency toward larger
offsets during cool months (Fig. 4a).

Consistent with our sub-annual data, we also find a
higher than expected D47 value in a bulk BRI-1 sample that
estimates a temperature �10 �C cooler than the observed
annual mean (Fig. 2b, Table 3). The D47 value of this bulk
sample (0.690 ± 0.008&) falls within the range of our sub-
annual data indicating that the positive D47 offset cannot be
explained by a large sampling bias toward winter values
(Fig. 2b). In fact, relative to our sub-annual data, the
d18O of the bulk BRI-1 sample shows a slight bias toward
the warm season suggesting that the reported D47 offset
may be a conservative estimate.

3.1.1. Comparison with previous data

Similar to our sub-annual coral data, the sub-annual
BRI-1 D47 data of Ghosh et al. (2006) show an annual cycle
that is in phase with d18O (Fig. 2c). However, the amplitude
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of this variability is considerably larger (<0.12&), with a
maximum of 0.63& and minimum of 0.77&. These values
are equivalent to summer temperatures near 29 �C, winter
temperatures of zero, and a seasonal temperature variation
of �30 �C that is far larger than the �5–7 �C observed.
When binned by month, the D47 data of Ghosh et al.
(2006) is close to the expected value from July to Septem-
ber, but shows winter D47 offsets that are far larger than
those observed in our sub-annual data (Fig. 4b). Further-
more, regressing SST (106 � T�2) against the sub-annual
BRI-1 D47 data of Ghosh et al. (2006) yields a slope of
0.150&/(106 � T�2) that is significantly steeper than the
inorganic calibrations (Fig. 3). Although seemingly dispa-
rate at first glance, the average D47 offset of Ghosh et al.’s
(2006) data (0.040&) is nearly identical to the average offset
of our sub-annual data. This hints that our record may rep-
resent a dampened version of the same signal measured by
Ghosh et al. (2006) (Fig. 4). If this is the case, we suggest
three possible explanations: (1) sampling resolution (2) ana-
lytical noise and/or (3) a growth-related vital effect.

By not replicating D47 measurements, Ghosh et al.
(2006) could sample at a resolution of �20 samples per year
that is double our resolution (�10 samples per year) for
triplicate measurements. Lower sampling resolution can
underrepresent seasonal extremes, and has been shown to
attenuate seasonal d18O cycles in hermatypic corals (e.g. Le-
der et al., 1996). If our lower sampling resolution resulted in
a similar effect on D47, we would expect the larger amplitude
D47 cycles of Ghosh et al. (2006) to be accompanied by
higher amplitude d18O variability. To the best of our
knowledge, the sub-annual d18O data reported by Ghosh
et al. (2006) are not the complementary values to their off
growth axis-sampled D47 data, but rather a separate on-axis
sampling of BRI-1 (Electronic Supplement Fig. 1).
Although this prevents a direct comparison with our data,
Ghosh et al.’s (2006) on-axis d18O record, which also has
a sampling resolution of �20 samples per year, shows a
seasonal d18O amplitude that is nearly identical to our data
(Fig. 2b and c) and argues against sample aliasing as the
primary cause of our lower amplitude signal.

Alternatively, Ghosh et al.’s (2006) D47 data were gener-
ated using mass spectrometric analyses with short counting
times (<1000 s) and were not replicated, leading to relatively
low precision that may explain the larger amplitude of their
seasonal D47 cycle. The relatively large standard errors of
0.01–0.035& in the coral data of Ghosh et al. (2006) can be
reduced to 0.005–0.01& at long counting times (>3000 s;
Thiagarajan et al., 2011) such as those used in this study. Fur-
thermore, the improved precision achieved through replica-
tion can reduce external standard error from >0.014& for
samples replicated fewer than three times to �0.002& for
samples measured six times (Thiagarajan et al., 2011). Thus,
the larger deviations from a mean D47 offset of�0.04& in the
data of Ghosh et al. (2006) (Fig. 4b) could be caused by the
increased analytical noise in that early study. However, we
would expect this mechanism to cause similar D47 offsets dur-
ing all seasons and it is unclear why it would cause little or no
offset during summer and strong positive offsets in winter. In
light of this, it seems likely that other mechanisms are at least
partially responsible for the high amplitude of Ghosh et al.’s
(2006) annual D47 cycle.

A growth-related vital effect could also cause differences
in the seasonal amplitude of BRI-1 D47. As mentioned
above, the annual D47 cycles in Ghosh et al. (2006) may
have been sampled off the maximum growth axis of BRI-
1, while the reported d18O values come from a separate
sampling along the axis of maximum growth (Electronic
Supplement Fig. 1). Evidence that Porites d18O increases
by �0.25& between a maximum growth axis and a parallel
minimum growth axis (Cohen and Hart, 1997) suggests the
sampling strategy of Ghosh et al. (2006) could lead to unex-
pected kinetic and/or biological effects. For example, a
sampling transect that deviated from a single growth axis
could produce an unstable D47 signal that may explain the
large sub-annual D47 cycles observed by Ghosh et al.
(2006). If this is the case, it implies significant macro-scale
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heterogeneities within a coral skeleton, which have the po-
tential to overwhelm the temperature signal of interest. The
possible impacts of kinetic and/or biological effects are dis-
cussed further in section in Section 3.3.3.

The positive D47 offset we measure in Red Sea Porites

corals is at odds with the result of Thiagarajan et al.
(2011) who report a bulk BRI-1 D47 value of
0.638 ± 0.008& that is close to the value predicted by inor-
ganic calibrations (Fig. 2b, Table 3). This well-replicated
(n = 4) sample was collected adjacent to our bulk BRI-1
sample and should represent a similar time interval (Elec-
tronic Supplement Fig. 1). However, the �3.68 ± 0.03&

bulk d18O value reported by Thiagarajan et al. (2011) is clo-
ser to the summer d18O minimum of sub-annual data than
the value �3.42 ± 0.1& we measure (Fig. 2b), suggesting it
may reflect a sampling bias toward summer growth. If this
is the case, it may be more appropriate to compare the BRI-
1 D47 measured by Thiagarajan et al. (2011) to warm season
SST rather than mean annual. However, such a seasonal
bias is not large enough to explain the entire difference be-
tween the two BRI-1 D47 values considering that even our
warm season BRI-1 data shows significantly higher D47

than the bulk sample of Thiagarajan et al. (2011). Instead,
the discrepancies between bulk BRI-1 D47 data could be an
analytical artifact, but as discussed in the following sections
neither our analytical protocol nor inter-laboratory differ-
ences seem responsible for the discrepant results.

3.2. Validation of a positive D47 offset

To rule out the possibility that the higher than expected
D47 we observe in Red Sea Porites is an analytical artifact,
we conducted a series of tests that assessed inter-laboratory
differences in sample preparation and measurement. With
respect to sampling, Thiagarajan et al. (2011) cut a bulk
sample from BRI-1 using a rotary tool and then manually
crushed the sample using a mortar and pestle to minimize
alteration of 13C–18O clumping. In contrast, we sampled
BRI-1 using a slow speed micromill that may alter metasta-
ble aragonite through frictional heating. However, our test
of micromilling versus manual crushing resulted in nearly
identical D47 in two aliquots of Porites RIB-B54 (Table
3). This indicates that slow speed micromilling does not al-
ter 13C–18O clumping by frictional heating, and that the po-
sitive D47 offsets we observe are not a sampling artifact.

It is also possible that the higher D47 we measure in BRI-
1 could be caused by differences in sample preparation. For
example, the samples analyzed at Caltech in this study were
digested at 90 �C in a common acid bath and the resulting
CO2 was purified using an automated system. In contrast,
Yale samples were reacted at 25 �C and purified manually
using a vacuum line and gas chromatograph. A critical
component of the purification step is the removal of volatile
organic molecules that are not separated from CO2 during
cryogenic freezing. If not removed, these organics can break
down in the mass spectrometer ion source to produce mass
47 fragments and higher than expected D47. Although both
laboratory protocols include steps intended to remove these
organics, it is possible that one laboratory eliminates cer-
tain organic molecules not separated by the other. To test
for the presence of recalcitrant organic molecules, we equil-
ibrated CO2 extracted from BRI-1 with water for more than
24 h at 25 �C. The D47 value for CO2–H2O equilibrated at
25 �C is well constrained over a given time period, and
was 0.864 ± 0.014& (s.e.; n = 4) for the 3 months sur-
rounding our analysis of the BRI-1 sample. If BRI-1 was
contaminated, we would expect coral-derived CO2 equili-
brated with water to be significantly higher than
0.864 ± 0.014&, while we would expect BRI-1 to have a
similar value if no organic contaminants are present. We
measure a D47 value of 0.879 ± 0.027& (n = 1; 1 s.d. of 9
acquisitions) in CO2 extracted from BRI-1 and equilibrated
with water, which is statistically identical to the expected
value. This strongly suggests that the Yale method effec-
tively removes volatile organic molecules and that these
contaminants are not the source of positive D47 offsets.

Because removing organic matter using a 1% H2O2

treatment has been shown to increase the precision of fora-
miniferal D47 measurements (Tripati et al., 2010) we also
tested if pretreatment affected coral D47. Although total or-
ganic carbon in coral skeleton is <0.05 wt.% (Ingalls et al.,
2003), the possibility that the samples we measure contain
organic matter not present in the aliquot analyzed by Thi-
agarajan et al. (2011) cannot be ruled out a priori. We tested
this possibility by measuring low organic carbon bulk skel-
eton and high organic carbon tissue-bearing skeleton in
Porites RIB-B54. Results show that both samples have
D47 values that are within error of each other (Table 3), al-
beit still higher than the value predicted by the Ghosh et al.
(2006) inorganic calibration. This further suggests that our
sample preparation method effectively removes organic
matter, and that potential contamination is not the primary
cause of positive D47 offsets. Furthermore, treatment of tis-
sue-bearing skeleton with H2O2 does not reduce D47, but
rather increases it slightly (Table 3), providing additional
evidence that organic matter is not the source of positive
D47 offsets. Although our H2O2 treatment is harsher than
that used previously (e.g. Tripati et al., 2010), it suggests
that such pretreatment could alter 13C–18O clumping in cor-
als either through partial isotopic exchange or minor disso-
lution and should be used cautiously.

As a final confirmation that analytical differences be-
tween the two laboratories are not responsible for higher
than expected D47, aliquots from the same bulk powder of
three coral samples (RIB-B54, AST-H59 and 45923) were
measured independently at both Yale and Caltech. Results
show that D47 values between the two laboratories are gen-
erally within error and exhibit no consistent offset (Table 3).
Furthermore, RIB-B54 D47 values measured at Yale and
Caltech both display positive D47 offsets, while the D47 of
AST-H59 and 45923 are closer to the expected value. This
inter-laboratory comparison argues against an analytical
source for the D47 offset we measure between many corals
and the abiogenic calibration of Ghosh et al. (2006).

The disagreement between our BRI-1 D47 and that of
Thiagarajan et al. (2011) remains an important, but unre-
solved, issue that deserves further work. If both BRI-1 val-
ues are valid, their disagreement raises the possibility that
macroscale D47 heterogeneities may occur in nearly coeval
portions of Porites coral skeletons, and may be as large
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as the temperature signal of interest. Until a systematic
study of intra-coral D47 heterogeneity can be performed
however, the rigorous replication and thorough screening
of our data support its reliability. In the absence of addi-
tional information, we conclude that the positive D47 offsets
we observe are the result of environmental, biologic and/or
kinetic processes that cause non-temperature-dependent D47

variability.

3.3. Potential sources of high D47

Although an empirical calibration could be constructed
from our sub-annual Porites data to correct for its offset
from established temperature calibrations, this approach
cannot be considered rigorous unless the mechanism(s)
underlying non-equilibrium D47 variability are understood.
A mechanistic understanding of D47 deviations from appar-
ent equilibrium is aided by decades of work on oxygen iso-
tope fractionation, which demonstrate that d18O is affected
by a number of factors other than temperature. We con-
sider these processes to be candidate mechanisms for the
high D47 values observed in Red Sea Porites and we evalu-
ate their influence in the following sections.

3.3.1. Salinity

Net evaporation of �200 cm yr�1 in the semi-enclosed
Red Sea (Morcos, 1970; Ahmad and Sultan, 1989) leads
to salinity above 40 psu (Carton and Giese, 2008) that is
markedly higher than that of the open ocean (�35 psu).
Although some inorganic precipitation experiments find
no significant change in oxygen isotope fractionation factor
(a) with ionic strength (e.g. Tarutani et al., 1969; Kim et al.
2007b), other work suggests a subtle effect. For example, Li
et al. (1997) found a to linearly decrease by �0.13& psu�1

in inorganic carbonates precipitated across a wide range of
salinity and temperature (8.4–84.1 psu, 0–37 �C). Theoreti-
cal calculations predict a similar dependence and estimate
that a between dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and water
(25 �C; pH 8.2) is 0.14& lower at 41 psu than at 35 psu
(Zeebe, 2007). Although the influence of salinity may be re-
duced at fast precipitation rates Zeebe (2007) suggests that
it increases at high pH and may be pronounced in a coral’s
calcifying space (pH 8.5–9.0; Al-Horani et al., 2003; Venn
et al., 2011) with a being 0.20–0.25& lower at 41 psu than
at 35 psu.

The influence of salinity on d18O raises the possibility
that high Red Sea salinity causes the positive D47 offsets
in BRI-1 and EILAT-15B, in which case we would expect
offsets to be smaller or absent in other Porites from sites
with typical marine salinity. We tested this by measuring
D47 in Porites RIB-B54 from the Great Barrier Reef (salin-
ity = 35.2 ± 0.1 psu; Carton and Giese, 2008). Results show
RIB-B54 also displays high D47 that is similar to Red Sea
Porites values (Table 3), ruling out a detectable salinity ef-
fect on D47.

3.3.2. Mineralogy

The oxygen isotopic fractionation between aragonite
and water is known to be larger than that for calcite
(Kim et al., 2007a), suggesting that mineralogy may
potentially affect D47 as well. Indeed, theoretical calcula-
tions suggest that kinetic effects during phosphoric acid
digestion may cause aragonite D47 to be �0.015& higher
than calcite at a given temperature (Guo et al., 2009).
This prediction has the same sign as the D47 offsets in
shallow water aragonitic corals, but its magnitude is far
smaller than the �0.04& we measure, suggesting that
mineralogy is not the primary cause of D47 offsets. Fur-
thermore, D47 values of many biogenic aragonites, includ-
ing the deep sea corals in this study, generally agree with
Ghosh et al.’s calcite calibration (Came et al., 2007; Thi-
agarajan et al., 2011), while aragonitic otoliths hint at a
potential negative D47 offset (Ghosh et al., 2007). These
data argue against a systematic mineralogical bias in
the D47 of carbonates.

3.3.3. Kinetic and biologic vital effects

The tests discussed above, as well as the general agree-
ment between the abiogenic calibrations and biogenic cal-
cites and aragonites other than shallow water corals,
suggest that temperature is the primary environmental var-
iable controlling D47 (Eiler, 2011). If environmental vari-
ables other than temperature do not affect D47, then
kinetic and/or biologic vital effects may be responsible for
the higher than expected D47 we observe. Shallow water
corals are among the fastest marine calcifyers, and this ra-
pid growth is intimately linked with the presence of symbi-
otic zooxanthellate (e.g. Goreau, 1959). Periods of active
photosynthesis show large increases in calcification (Barnes
and Chalker, 1990) and facultatively symbiotic corals show
increased calcification when zooxanthellae are present (Jac-
ques and Pilson, 1980). Both field and laboratory studies
indicate that enhanced photosynthesis is associated with
lower coral d18O (Erez, 1978; Omata et al., 2008) suggesting
that it may also affect D47. Consistent with this work, we
find symbiont-bearing Astrangia corals AST-H59 and
AST-E1 to be �1.5–2.0& lower in d18O than azooxanthel-
late AST-AZ from the same site (Table 3). Although all
three Astrangia show offsets from expected D47 that are
smaller than those in Porites, there is no obvious difference
in D47 between azooxanthellate and zooxanthellate speci-
mens. This suggests that the presence of symbionts does
not have a detectable effect on carbonate clumped isotope
variability and is not the primary cause of the higher than
expected D47 observed in Porites.

The presence of symbionts does not necessarily govern
calcification rate however, and some azooxanthellate corals
can achieve calcification rates comparable to zooxanthal-
late corals (Marshall, 1996). As such, calcification rate
could be a mechanism for the positive D47 offsets we mea-
sure. Growth rates have been shown to be an important
control on d18O in Red Sea Porites, with values closest to
equilibrium in the slowest growing colonies and values fur-
thest from equilibrium occurring at growth rates above
�0.6 cm yr�1 (Felis et al., 2003). Similarly, the lowest in-
tra-colony d18O values occur along a coral’s maximum
growth axis, and increase toward predicted equilibrium in
regions of slower, lateral growth (McConnaughey, 1989a).
To evaluate growth effects on coral D47 it would be ideal
to know instantaneous calcification rates. However, to
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our knowledge such data do not exist, and we estimated cal-
cification rates for each of the corals in this study based on
measurements at daily to annual timescales.

The annual mean calcification rate of RIB-B54 was cal-
culated to be 3.90 ± 1.23 mg cm�2 d�1 using the product of
linear extension and annual skeletal density (Lough and
Barnes, 1997; Lough, 2008). We estimate the calcification
rate of Red Sea Porites for which density data are not avail-
able from their linear extension rates using a relationship
derived from 49 Indo-Pacific and Arabian Sea Porites

(Lough, 2008):

calcification ðg cm�2 yr�1Þ ¼ 0:105� extension ðmm yr�1Þ
þ 0:282; r2 ¼ 0:93 ð1Þ

Based on a mean extension rate of 11.9 ± 0.7 mm yr�1

(Felis et al., 2003), we estimate a mean EILAT-15B calcifi-
cation rate of 4.20 ± 0.20 mg cm�2 d�1. Similarly, using a
BRI-1 extension rate of 15.8 ± 1.5 mm yr�1 that was esti-
mated from the distance between the d18O maxima and
minima presented in Ghosh et al. (2006), we calculate a cal-
cification rate of 5.32 ± 0.43 mg cm�2 d�1. The calcification
rates of all other corals were calculated independently from
Eq. (1). The mean extension and density of BAH-SID, mea-
sured by computed tomography, calculates a lower
calcification rate of 1.12 ± 0.12 mg cm�2 d�1. Furthermore,
a calcification rate of 0.40 ± 0.05 mg cm�2 d�1 has been
estimated for zooxanthallate Astrangia corals grown at
15 �C and various light intensities (Jacques et al., 1983).
This value is statistically identical to the
0.36 ± 0.06 mg cm�2 d�1 estimated for Astrangia grown
under the same conditions without symbionts (Jacques
et al., 1983). Although poorly constrained, extension rates
of 0.88–2.02 mm yr�1 have been estimated for deep sea
Caryophyllia corals (Squires, 1960), and agree well with
more robust estimates of 0.5–2.0 mm yr�1 in Desmophyllum

corals (Cheng et al., 2000; Adkins et al., 2002; Adkins et al.,
2004). Using these extension rates and a density of
�2.5 g cm�3 measured in southern ocean Caryophyllia

(Thresher et al., 2011) we estimate a Caryophyllia calcifica-
tion rate of 1.0 ± 0.4 mg cm�2 d�1.

Comparing these estimates to the clumped isotope data
suggests that deviations from expected D47 generally in-
crease with faster calcification rates (Fig. 5). More slowly
calcifying Astrangia and Caryophyllia corals are close to,
or within the range of, values measured in inorganic exper-
iments (Ghosh et al., 2006), while the largest D47 offsets oc-
cur in rapidly calcifying hermatypic corals. The range of D47

offsets evident in sub-annual Porites data is likely a conse-
quence of our estimated calcification rates, which do not ac-
count for intra-annual growth variability. However, if we
assume D47 offsets are positively correlated with calcifica-
tion, the tendency toward smaller offsets during warm
months (Fig. 4) implies that calcification rates may be re-
duced during summer. Assuming a constant seawater
d18O value of 1.86& (Al-Rousan et al., 2003), sub-annual
d18O offsets from the value predicted by Grossman and
Ku (1986) are also smallest during warm months and are
consistent with slower summer calcification rates in Red
Sea Porites (Electronic Supplement Table 4). Although
not intuitive, warm temperatures can suppress calcification
rates in Red Sea corals (Cantin et al., 2010) due to declines
in zooxanthellae photosynthetic capacity that reduce the
availability of photosynthate that drives calcification (Jones
et al., 1998; Al-Horani et al., 2003). We therefore hypothe-
size that a seasonal growth rate cycle, in which calcification
is enhanced during winter and reduced in summer, may
cause the small seasonal differences in D47 offset possibly
observed in both BRI-1 and EILAT-15B (Fig. 4).

A link between calcification rate and D47 offset is
supported by measurements along an isochron of variable
growth rate in Porites coral 21-141-B11 (Fig. 1). Assuming
the mean density measured in 21-141-B11 (1.59 ±
0.04 g cm�3) is constant, the 0.23–0.81 cm yr�1 range in
extension rate is equivalent to calcification rates of 1.0–
3.5 mg cm�2 d�1. Corresponding D47 data show a value of
0.687 ± 0.008& (1 s.e.) along the maximum growth axis
that is offset from the Ghosh et al. (2006) calibration by
0.042 ± 0.008& similar to other Porites corals (Tables 3
and 4). Despite a constant temperature, D47 offsets generally
decreases with growth rate – reaching an offset of 0.019& at
the slowest calcification rate (Fig. 5). Consistent with the
work of McConnaughey (1989a,b), this trend is accompa-
nied by higher d18O and d13C at slower growth rates (Ta-
ble 4). Although all 21-141-B11 D47 offsets are within the
bounds of other Porites data, their tendency to decrease
at slow growth rates is generally consistent with our
hypothesized relationship with calcification rate. Similar
macro-scale heterogeneities may explain the difference in
bulk BRI-1 D47 values between Thiagarajan et al. (2011)
and this study (Fig. 2b and c). Considering that these in-
tra-coral differences cannot be explained by temperature,
they are likely to reflect a kinetic or vital effect associated
with calcification rate.
3.4. Calcification rate in other inorganic and biogenic marine

carbonates

If calcification rate was responsible for higher than ex-
pected coral D47 values, we would expect the inorganic pre-
cipitation experiments upon which D47-temperature
calibrations are based to have significantly slower precipita-
tion rates. The precipitation rates of the carbonates used in
D47-temperature calibration (Ghosh et al., 2006; Dennis
and Schrag, 2010) were not formally calculated, but they
can be estimated using the d18O values of those experi-
ments. Using an experimental setup that differs from that
of the D47-temperature calibrations of Ghosh et al. (2006),
Dietzel et al. (2009) suggest that calcite–water oxygen iso-
tope fractionation varies with precipitation rate at 25 �C
and pH = 8.3 following the relationship:

1000 ln a ¼ �1:094 log Rþ 30:87 ð2Þ

where R is precipitation rate in lmol m2 h�1. Although the
precipitation method used to generate Eq. (2) differs from
that used by Ghosh et al. (2006) it may provide a valuable
first-order estimate of precipitation rate. As discussed be-
low, if the competition between precipitation rate and dis-
solved inorganic carbon DIC–H2O isotope exchange is an
important control on oxygen isotope fractionation, it is
likely to affect both Ghosh-like and Dietzel-like methods.
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Applying Eq. (2) to inorganic calcites precipitated at 25 �C
by Kim and O’Neil (1997) and Dennis and Schrag (2010)
suggests R values that are equivalent to precipitation rates
of �0.1 mg cm�2 d�1. Ghosh et al. (2006) do not precipitate
calcite at 25 �C, but their 1000 lna–temperature relation-
ship can be used to interpolate the fractionation factor
expected at 25 �C. Using Eq. (2), the resulting 1000 lna
value estimates a slightly faster precipitation rate of
0.46 mg cm�2 d�1. Although subject to significant uncer-
tainty, these values suggest that the inorganic experiments
used to calibrate the carbonate clumped isotope thermom-
eter were likely precipitated at rates that are an order of
magnitude slower than most hermatypic corals (Fig. 5).

In comparison to corals, other marine biogenic carbon-
ates also calcify at slower rates that are significantly closer
to those of inorganic precipitation experiments. For
example, the calcification rate of the planktic foraminifera
Orbulina universa has been estimated to be 0.58 ±
0.19 mg cm�2 d�1 (Lea et al., 1995) and mature Arctica islan-

dica mollusks can have extension rates of <0.5 mm yr�1

(Kilada et al., 2007) that are equivalent to calcification rates
of 0.16–0.4 mg cm�2 d�1 (using densities ranging from mean
Great Barrier Reef Porites: 1.17 g cm�3; Lough and Barnes,
1997, to pure aragonite: 2.93 g cm�3). These slowly calcifying
organisms generally have D47 values that are within error of
those expected from inorganic calibrations and known
growth temperatures (Came et al., 2007; Tripati et al.,
2010; Fig. 5). The simplest explanation for these observations
is that nearly all previously measured biogenic carbonates
precipitate at rates near those of slow inorganic calibration
experiments, while kinetic or vital effects associated with
rapid calcification lead to deviations from expected D47 in
hermatypic corals.

This possibility is supported by a recent inorganic pre-
cipitation experiment in which carbonate was rapidly pre-
cipitated at pH 9 and temperatures of 7, 25, 35 and 45 �C
(Schmid, 2011). Although the D47 values of these samples
should be interpreted cautiously given that they were mea-
sured using a new and unproven Kiel Device method (Sch-
mid and Bernasconi, 2010), they show a temperature
sensitivity similar to the Ghosh et al. (2006) inorganic cali-
bration, but an intercept offset toward higher D47 (Fig. 3).
Unfortunately, the precipitation rate of these experiments
cannot be estimated using Eq. (2) because all DIC was con-
sumed to form calcite (Schmid, 2011). In this case, calcite
d18O must reflect the total number of 18O and 16O atoms
in the solution, which is controlled by DIC speciation and
should be independent of precipitation rate. However, Sch-
mid (2011) reports fast precipitation and a relatively short
experimental time that yields D47 values that are consistent
with our coral data. This provides additional evidence that
fast calcification may cause higher than expected D47 in sur-
face corals.

3.5. Possible mechanisms for vital effects

3.5.1. Coral calcification

A discussion of mechanisms capable of causing D47 off-
sets in hermatypic corals is aided by a brief review of their
calcification process. Although the specifics of this process
are debated, it is generally agreed that corals calcify from
a closed, or semi-enclosed, extracellular calcifying fluid that
is isolated between existing coral skeleton and the coral’s
calicoblastic membrane (Fig. 6). Beginning from seawater,
calcium concentrations in the calcifying space are elevated
via a Ca-ATPase enzymatic pump that expels two protons
for each Ca2+ pumped in (Ip et al., 1991; Cohen and
McConnaughey, 2003). The removal of H+ increases pH
and shifts DIC speciation from HCO3

- towards CO3
2�,

which in turn increases the aragonite saturation state (X)
of the calcifying fluid (Cohen and McConnaughey, 2003).
Attempts to quantify this process through live tissue imag-
ing (Venn et al., 2011), micro-electrode measurements
(Al-Horani et al., 2003), boron isotopes (Rollion-Bard



Fig. 6. Simplified schematic diagram of coral calcification. See the text for a detailed explanation. Not to scale.
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et al., 2003; Rollion-Bard et al., 2011) and comparison of
coral and abiogenic aragonite (Holcomb et al., 2009) sug-
gest that a calcifying fluid pH of �9.0 can elevate supersat-
uration to X � 25. The pumping of protons out of the
calcifying space also reduces the partial pressure of CO2

within the calcifying fluid, leading to a diffusive flux of re-
spired CO2 through the calicoblastic membrane into the
calcifying space. This metabolic CO2 can then react to form
HCO3

� and CO3
2� through hydration and/or hydroxyl-

ation depending on pH:

Hydration : CO2 þH2O ¡ H2CO3 ¡ Hþ

þHCO�3 ¡ Hþ þ CO2�
3 ð3Þ

Hydroxylation : CO2 þOH� ¡ HCO�3 ¡ Hþ þ CO2�
3

ð4Þ
Because the calcifying space is not a perfectly closed

system, additional seawater DIC may also leak into the
calcifying space, providing an additional carbon source
for calcification (Fig. 6).

3.5.2. Previous models of carbon and oxygen isotope vital

effects in corals

The basic model for coral biomineralization discussed
above has been used as the basis for a number of explana-
tions for d18O and d13C vital effects that may also be rele-
vant to D47. For example, McConnaughey (1989a,b)
proposed a kinetic model to explain trends in coral d18O
and d13C offsets. This model argues that because DIC oxy-
gen isotopes equilibrate slowly with water at high pH (Mills
and Urey, 1940), metabolic CO2 entering the coral calcify-
ing space may not reach oxygen isotopic equilibrium with
the calcifying fluid prior to skeletal formation. The forward
and backward reactions of Eqs. (3) and (4) must occur 15
times for oxygen isotopes to reach 99% equilibration and
the equilibration time of this system is about 44 h (Zeebe
and Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). If the isotopic equilibration
through hydration/dehydration and hydroxylation/dehydr-
oxylation reactions (Eqs. (3) and (4)) is outpaced by rapid
coral calcification, calcifying fluid DIC would not reach iso-
topic equilibrium and the coral skeleton would inherit the
disequilibrium signal of the calcifying fluid. Because of dis-
crimination against 18O during hydration and hydroxyl-
ation, it was argued that this isotopic disequilibrium
should lead to 18O-depleted HCO3

� and lower skeletal
d18O when coral growth was rapid (McConnaughey,
1989a,b). Proportional decreases in d13C were explained
by kinetic carbon isotope fractionations of �13& and
�27& for hydration and hydroxylation, respectively (Sie-
genthaler and Münnich, 1981; O’Leary et al., 1992).

Adkins et al. (2003) also observed proportional d18O and
d13C decreases in azooxanthellate deep-sea corals, but
explained them using an equilibrium model rather than a
kinetic one. Because the oxygen isotope fractionation factor
between HCO3

� and water is larger than that between
CO3

2� and water, d18O of total precipitated carbonate
decreases as the CO3

2� becomes a larger fraction of DIC
(McCrea, 1950; Usdowski et al., 1991; Spero et al., 1997;
Zeebe, 1999; Beck et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006; Dietzel
et al., 2009). Adkins et al. (2003) therefore suggested that
low d18O in dense skeletal regions reflects faster
calcification from a high pH calcifying fluid in which
CO3

2� is the dominant DIC species. An increasing d18O
trend in less dense aragonite could then be explained by pro-
gressively lower calcifying fluid pH and decreasing CO3

2�

concentrations. Deviations of d13C from equilibrium were
explained separately using the relative proportion of DIC
derived from seawater and from aqueous CO2 that diffuses
across the cell membrane into the calcifying space. Specifi-
cally, at low pH and slow calcification rates, seawater DIC
mixes thoroughly with the calcifying fluid leading to rela-
tively high d13C that is near equilibrium. In contrast, the dif-
fusive flux of isotopically light aqueous CO2 into the
calcifying space increases at high pH and faster calcification
rates, leading to low d13C that is furthest from equilibrium.

Rollion-Bard et al. (2003) proposed a hybrid of the two
models to explain fine scale variations in d18O, d13C and
boron isotopes in a Porites coral. In this model, d18O vital
effects are attributed to variations in the pH of the calcify-
ing fluid and the residence time of DIC in that fluid prior to
calcification. Although high calcifying fluid pH would favor
lower coral d18O by shifting DIC speciation toward CO3

2�,
it would also lead to slower equilibration between DIC and
water that could induce additional hydration/hydroxyl-
ation kinetic effects, especially when DIC residence time is
short. Using this approach, Rollion-Bard et al. (2003) could
explain the majority of the d18O vital effects they observed
using a DIC residence time of 1–12 h. The fast equilibration
of carbon isotopes lead to little fine scale variations and
Rollion-Bard et al. (2003) suggested coral d13C was primar-
ily controlled by the relative amounts of metabolic CO2 and
seawater DIC incorporated into the skeleton.

These models share a number of variables including (1)
the pH of the calcifying fluid (2) the relative rates of DIC
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equilibration and skeleton precipitation and (3) the propor-
tion of DIC derived from metabolic CO2 versus the amount
derived from seawater. Evaluating these processes in terms
of D47 may help elucidate the cause for positive D47 offsets
in rapidly calcifying corals and help identify different calci-
fication mechanisms among different species.

3.5.3. pH

As discussed by Thiagarajan et al. (2011), differences in
clumped isotope composition between DIC species could
lead to pH effects in D47. Based on theoretical calculations,
CO3

2� is estimated to be �0.018& lower in D47 than
HCO3

� (Guo, 2008; Thiagarajan et al., 2011). The equiva-
lent d18O difference between CO3

2� and HCO3
� varies sub-

tly between studies, but suggests CO3
2� is �7.0& lower at

25 �C (Beck et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2006).
Assuming the experiments of Ghosh et al. (2006) were

conducted at near neutral pH where HCO3
� is the domi-

nant DIC species, departures from apparent equilibrium
due to increased pH should result in lower d18O and D47

values. DIC is �90% HCO3
� and �10% CO3

2� at pH 8
and �47% HCO3

� and �53% CO3
2� at pH 9, which is typ-

ical for coral calcifying fluid (Based on the CO2SYS pro-
gram, Pierrot et al., 2006; S = 35 psu, T = 25 �C,
TCO2 = 2100 lmol/kgSW, seawater pH scale). A carbon-
ate ion increase of this magnitude is expected to lower
d18O by �3.7& and D47 by �0.01&. Consistent with the
models of Adkins et al. (2003) and Rollion-Bard et al.
(2003), this mechanism can explain the direction and mag-
nitude of coral d18O offsets. However, the predicted pH ef-
fect cannot explain the positive D47 offsets observed in
shallow water, hermatypic corals (Fig. 7). In contrast,
ahermatypic coral data shows negative d18O offsets that
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are not accompanied by significant D47 offsets, consistent
with a pH mechanism and the results of Thiagarajan
et al. (2011) (Fig. 7). Although the influence of DIC speci-
ation on D47 warrants further investigation, current under-
standing does not support a pH influence of either the
correct sign or magnitude to explain the hermatypic coral
D47 data.

3.5.4. Hydration and hydroxylation

Experiments indicate that the CO2–H2O oxygen isotope
exchange rate for D47 is similar to that for d18O (Affek et al.,
2009). This suggests that any d18O kinetic effects associated
with incomplete DIC–H2O equilibration through hydra-
tion/dehydration and hydroxylation/dehydroxylation
(Eqs. (3) and (4)) should be accompanied by proportional
D47 offsets. Coordinated d18O and D47 offsets are supported
by preliminary theoretical calculations of the kinetic effects
associated with the net forward hydration/hydroxylation
reactions, which suggest that D47 would increase by 0.01–
0.05& for every 1& decrease in d18O (Guo et al., 2009). Be-
cause this is a relatively large range of D47 variability, addi-
tional insight into the proportional offsets associated with
hydration/hydroxylation may be provided by comparisons
with dehydration/dehyroxylation kinetic fractionations
during CO2 degassing in the context of speleothem precip-
itation (Guo, 2008). Like corals, speleothems precipitate
rapidly from a supersaturated solution. However, unlike
corals where CO2 is thought to diffuse into the calcifying
space, speleothem precipitation occurs when CO2 is re-
moved from supersaturated drip water. Degassing of CO2

during speleothem formation can occur through either
bicarbonate dehydration or dehydroxylation reactions,
which are essentially the reverse of Eqs. (3) and (4)
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described above. Calculations of the dehydration kinetic ef-
fect predict that at 25 �C, a 1& enrichment in d18O would
be accompanied by a 0.022& decrease in D47 and a
3.26& increase in d13C (Guo, 2008; Figs. 7 and 8). Similar
calculations for dehydroxylation predict a D47 decrease of
0.026& and a d13C increase of 1.41& (Figs. 7 and 8). Con-
sistent with these values, speleothem data show higher than
predicted d18O, but lower than predicted D47 (Affek et al.,
2008; Daëron et al., 2011; Kluge and Affek, 2012).

The d18O, d13C and D47 offsets estimated from the inverse
of Guo’s (2008) dehydration/dehydroxylation calculations
generally agree in sign and magnitude with preliminary
hydration/hydroxylation calculations (Guo et al., 2009).
We therefore consider these values to be a first order approx-
imation of the D47 offsets associated with hydration/hydrox-
ylation kinetic effects, and we expect these effects to cause
lower than predicted d18O and d13C, but higher than pre-
dicted D47 in carbonates. This is generally consistent with
the sign of d18O, d13C and D47 offsets observed in our coral
data (Figs. 7 and 8), suggesting that hydration/hydroxyl-
ation kinetics may be a primary source of positive D47 offsets.
As discussed below, deviations from the hydration/hydrox-
ylation vectors in Figs. 7 and 8 may stem from uncertainties
in theoretical calculations and/or from additional processes
that contribute to a combined vital effect.

Hydration/hydroxylation kinetics would only influence
metabolic CO2, not ambient seawater DIC, which would al-
ready be equilibrated upon entering the calcifying space.
Therefore, any influence of hydration/hydroxylation on
coral D47 would depend on the ratio of metabolic CO2 to
seawater DIC in the calcifying space. Estimates of this ratio
vary, but studies of symbiotic corals suggest the majority
(�75%) of skeleton derives from metabolic CO2 (Erez
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1978; Furla et al., 2000a), while asymbiotic deep-sea coral
skeleton is constructed in large part (>90%) from ambient
DIC (Griffin and Druffel, 1989; Adkins et al., 2003).

Based on these observations, we hypothesize that D47

offsets are observed in fast growing hermatypic corals in
part because they form their skeletons primarily from met-
abolic CO2. A heavy reliance on metabolic CO2 may in-
crease the kinetic effects associated with hydration/
hydroxylation when the rate of calcification is faster than
DIC equilibration, leading to positive D47 offsets and nega-
tive d18O offsets (Fig. 7). Furthermore, d18O and d13C off-
sets always lie within the range predicted by Guo (2008)
for hydration/hydroxylation kinetic effects, providing addi-
tional support for this mechanism (Fig. 8). A hydration/
hydroxylation kinetic effect is also consistent with the ten-
dency for d18O, d13C and D47 offsets to approach their ex-
pected values in slower growing portions of the Porites

21-141-B11 isochron (Figs. 7 and 8). We suggest this trend
may reflect longer DIC residence times in slower growing
portions of the skeleton, which permit greater equilibration
of metabolic CO2 with water prior to precipitation.

Similarly, deep-sea corals show little or no D47 offset for
two reasons. First, their skeletons are derived primarily
from ambient seawater DIC that does not require hydra-
tion/hydroxylation within the calcifying fluid. Second, their
slow growth implies longer calcifying fluid residence times
that may allow for DIC equilibration. Consistent with this
hypothesis, relatively slowly calcifying foraminifera also
incorporate little metabolic CO2 into their skeletons (Spero
and Lea, 1996) and generally agree with inorganic D47 cal-
ibrations (Tripati et al., 2010). Although deep-sea corals ex-
hibit d18O and d13C offsets that are consistent with
hydration/hydroxylation effects (Fig. 8), their small D47
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offset suggests a near equilibrium DIC pool that does not
agree with this kinetic mechanism. Instead, deep-sea coral
data may be better explained by an equilibrium model in
which increases in the pH of calcifying fluid cause lower
coral d18O (Adkins et al., 2003), without changing D47

appreciably (see Section 3.5.3). Although Adkins et al.
(2003) predict pH increases up to �10.5 that are higher
than observed (Al-Horani et al., 2003; Venn et al., 2011),
their model suggests that elevated pH will increase the flux
of low d13C aqueous CO2 into the calcifying space, leading
to negative d13C offsets. It is critical to note that, unlike the
hydration/hydroxylation kinetic mechanism, the CO2 in the
Adkins et al. (2003) model undergoes full oxygen isotope
exchange with water, and explains why d13C offsets are
not accompanied by large D47 offsets in deep-sea corals
(Thiagarajan et al., 2011).

Because the ratio of metabolic to seawater DIC incorpo-
rated into coral skeleton appears to depend loosely on the
presence of symbionts, it is somewhat surprising that zoo-
xanthellate and azooxanthellate Astrangia corals both show
little or no D47 offset. We suggest that this may be caused by
the slow calcification rate of Astrangia, which could be suf-
ficiently sluggish to allow full DIC equilibration even when
the majority of skeleton is formed from metabolic CO2. If
this is the case, large d18O and d13C offsets could still be ex-
plained using the model of Adkins et al. (2003).

The argument for a hydration/hydroxylation kinetic ef-
fect relies on DIC within the calcifying space not reaching
equilibrium. Carbonic anhydrase (CA) is a metalloenzyme
that catalyzes the hydration of CO2 and significantly re-
duces the time needed to reach isotopic equilibrium (Silver-
man, 1982). Using abiogenic carbonates precipitated at
varying CA concentrations, Uchikawa and Zeebe (2012)
constructed a model that clearly shows the time necessary
to reach oxygen isotopic equilibrium decreases significantly
with increasing concentrations of the enzyme. At the high-
est CA concentrations studied (1.8 � 10�8 mol/L), equilib-
rium was reached in �20 min at pH 8 compared with
�5 h in experiments without the catalyst. At pH 9, equilib-
rium was achieved in �3 h in the presences of CA, while
over 16 h was required in its absence (Uchikawa and Zeebe,
2012).

Experiments that inhibit carbonic anhydrase in corals
typically show reduced calcification rates (Furla et al.,
2000b; Al-Horani et al., 2003) and the enzyme has been lo-
cated in the calicoblastic ecotoderm (Moya et al., 2008),
suggesting that it is present and active within the calcifying
space. Assuming the equilibration time predicted by Uchik-
awa and Zeebe (2012) at pH 9 is appropriate for the calci-
fying fluid, a kinetic hydration/hydroxylation effect would
be unlikely if the residence time of DIC in the calcifying
fluid is longer than �3 h. The residence time of calcifying
fluid is poorly known, but has been estimated to be between
30 min and 12 h (McConnaughey, 1989b; Furla et al.,
2000a; McConnaughey, 2003; Rollion-Bard et al., 2003;
Gagnon et al., 2012). Assuming the residence time of DIC
does not exceed that of the calcifying fluid, this raises the
possibility that hydration/hydroxylation kinetic effects
could occur even in the presence of CA. Indeed, at least
some of the scatter among d18O, d13C and D47 offsets in
hermatypic corals could be caused by different CA activity
and/or calcifying fluid residence times. Although future
work is necessary to improve estimates of the residence time
and CA concentration of the calcifying fluid, kinetic frac-
tionation during hydration/hydroxylation is a likely source
for positive D47 offsets in shallow water corals.

3.5.5. Diffusion

Thiagarajan et al. (2011) suggested that diffusion of CO2

across the calicoblastic membrane into the calcifying fluid
could cause kinetic fractionations of D47. Diffusion may
also contribute to kinetic effects if a diffusive boundary
layer develops between the growing mineral surface and
the bulk calcifying fluid when coral growth is fast. In either
case, Thiagarajan et al. (2011) argue that liquid phase diffu-
sion of CO2 would lead to 0.7& and 1.6& decreases in d13C
and d18O, respectively, and a 0.036& increase in D47. These
d18O and D47 offsets are generally consistent with our coral
data (Fig. 7), but the complementary d13C offset underesti-
mates the values typically observed in corals (Fig. 8).
Although it is premature to rule out diffusion as a mecha-
nism for vital effects in coral D47, its underestimation of ob-
served d13C offsets suggest it is not the primary cause.

Furthermore, like a hydration/hydroxylation kinetic ef-
fect, an effect associated with CO2 diffusion across the cali-
coblastic membrane into the calcifying fluid would not
impact seawater DIC leaking into the calcifying space.
Thus, its influence would depend on the relative contribu-
tions of metabolic CO2 and ambient seawater DIC to coral
skeleton. In a strict sense, CO2 diffusion across the calicob-
lastic membrane would not be influenced directly by the
presence or absence of CA since CA does not affect the rate
of diffusion. However, the degree to which the coral skeleton
inherits a kinetic effect associated with CO2 diffusion across
the calicoblastic membrane will be impacted by CA activity
through its influence on CO2–H2O isotope exchange. For
example, if CA allows isotopic equilibrium to be achieved,
any kinetic effect associated with CO2 diffusion across the
calicoblastic membrane will be erased. In contrast, if CA
is either not active, or does not achieve complete isotopic
equilibration through hydration/hydroxylation of CO2 fol-
lowing its diffusion into the calcifying space, kinetic effects
related to CO2 diffusion across the calicoblastic membrane
may contribute to D47 offsets in surface corals.

3.5.6. Combined effects

It is likely that no mechanism is solely responsible for
the positive D47 offsets we observe in corals. Indeed, when
taken at face value, none of the mechanisms hypothesized
to produce coordinated D47, d18O and d13C offsets in Figs.
7 and 8 perfectly describe our coral data. Although analyt-
ical and theoretical uncertainties likely contribute to these
discrepancies, they also may reflect the combination of mul-
tiple effects. For example, simple vector addition suggests
that the combined effect of hydration/hydroxylation (which
underestimates d18O offsets relative to the D47 offsets ob-
served) and pH (which leads to negative d18O offsets with-
out changing D47 appreciably) may explain hermatypic
coral offsets better than any single mechanism. Therefore,
a multivariate approach may better describe D47 variability,
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and we suggest future work should focus not only on isolat-
ing the signature of individual mechanisms (i.e. diffusion,
pH, hydration/hydroxylation, etc.), but also their cumula-
tive effects. Furthermore, sufficient data is not yet available
to evaluate a number of mechanisms that may contribute to
D47 vital effects in hermatypic corals including attachment–
detachment kinetics at the mineral–fluid boundary, trans-
port limitations in the fluid, solid state diffusion and Ray-
leigh fractionation (Watson, 2004; Gaetani and Cohen,
2006; DePaolo, 2011). Assessing the impact of these mech-
anisms and incorporating their effects into a multivariate
approach will likely further improve our understanding of
the processes driving D47 variability in shallow water corals.

3.5.7. The utility of carbonate clumped isotope thermometry

in shallow water corals

Although the presence of vital effects complicates the
interpretation of carbonate clumped isotope variability in
shallow water corals, D47 shows a clear temperature depen-
dence and may still be a valuable paleotemperature proxy.
Realizing the full potential of the D47 proxy will require
avoiding and/or correcting for these vital effects. Evidence
that D47 vital effects are correlated with calcification rate
suggests that they may be minimized or avoided by sampling
slower growing portions of shallow water corals. Evaluating
this possibility will require future work that investigates in-
tra-coral D47 variability across a wider range of growth rates
and coral species. Furthermore, corals with little or no D47

offset typically show a common linear trend in d18O and
d13C offsets, while corals with significant D47 offsets deviate
from this trend and show smaller d13C offsets for a given
d18O offset (Fig. 8). As discussed in Section 3.5.4, the linear
trend in d18O and d13C offsets among corals with little or no
D47 offset can be explained by equilibrium processes (Adkins
et al., 2003), and may be a hallmark of equilibrated calcify-
ing fluid. If this is the case, this line may be used to screen for
coral samples likely to have large D47 offsets prior to con-
ducting time consuming clumped isotope analyses.

Correcting for D47 vital effects may also be possible. If fu-
ture work identifies a relatively constant D47 offset in all shal-
low water corals, this value may simply be subtracted to yield
more accurate temperature estimates. The identification of a
constant offset seems unlikely however, and a reliable means
of correcting for vital effects will likely require an improved
understanding of the mechanisms responsible for D47 offsets
in corals. Experiments that precipitate aragonite rapidly at
elevated pH and known temperatures will be particularly
valuable. For example, better quantifying the influence of
temperature and precipitation rate on D47 and other paleopr-
oxies may allow for accurate paleotemperature estimates
through a multi-proxy approach.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We present the first survey of carbonate clumped isotope
variability in shallow water corals. Hermatypic corals con-
sistently show higher than expected D47 that underestimates
temperature by �8 �C, while ahermatypic corals generally
agree with inorganic calibrations. Our data suggest that this
deviation from expected D47 in hermatypic corals is unlikely
to be explained by laboratory artifacts such as: (1) alter-
ation via micromilling, (2) organic matter contamination,
(3) interlaboratory differences in sample preparation or
analysis. Furthermore, we measure similar D47 values in
corals that grew at high and normal marine salinities, sug-
gesting that salinity does not affect D47. Similarly, we find
no consistent difference in D47 values between corals with
and without symbionts, indicating that the presence and/
or absence of zooxanthallae does not impact D47. Instead,
we suggest that the rapid calcification of hermatypic corals
may cause the D47 offsets. Current data suggests that pH-re-
lated changes in DIC speciation alone cannot explain the
observed d18O and D47 offsets. The offsets predicted for dif-
fusion of CO2 into a coral’s calcifying fluid are consistent
with our D47 and d18O data, but do not accurately charac-
terize the d13C offsets we observe. In contrast, a kinetic ef-
fect associated with hydration/hydroxylation successfully
describes both the direction and magnitude of D47, d18O
and d13C offsets and is our preferred mechanism for shallow
water coral vital effects. This kinetic effect is expressed in
hermatypic corals because their skeletons derive largely
from metabolic CO2 and because their rapid precipitation
may prevent complete DIC equilibration even when car-
bonic anhydrase is present. Subtle or no vital effects are ob-
served in ahermatypic corals because their skeletons are
constructed in large part from ambient seawater DIC and
their slow growth rate favors complete equilibration of
DIC with the calcifying fluid. Although these vital effects
will complicate the interpretation of carbonate clumped iso-
tope variability in shallow water corals in terms of SST, D47

shows a clear temperature dependence and may still be a
valuable paleotemperature proxy.
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